



Chester Contemporary – overview 
Chester Contemporary is a major visual arts event that will launch in Spring 2023 and culminate in a festival 
of work in September ‘23. It will feature the work of 12+ contemporary artists, including five emerging artists 
and a creative engagement programme – all set within the fabric of the city. 


Chester Contemporary’s Artist Director, Ryan Gander, is one of the UK’s most exciting and diverse 
conceptual artists and is himself from Chester. He’s passionate about developing the visual arts in his home 
city and a programme of artworks by emerging artists will form a key part of the artistic programme.

 

Ryan wants to explore what the city can offer and the opportunities it can give to its artists and to those yet 
to discover it:  


“I love Chester! Actually, I miss it dearly, so I’m super excited to be coming back to my hometown 
to curate Chester Contemporary. This magical city I know so well, has always been a bubbling 
melting pot of artistic energy and potential. I think that with the catalytic support it deserves, the 
Contemporary will make Chester a serious destination for international visual arts and create a 
modern renaissance of creativity throughout the entire fabric of the place, leaving a mark on 
everyone who lives here and visits. ‘CC’ is not just an event for the people of Chester... they will 
own it.” Ryan Gander, OBE, RA 

Centered on the Periphery is the theme for this first iteration of the Contemporary. 

Chester: always just out of sight of the mainstream, existing on the edge, but at the same time hometown 
to an unexpected body of fabulous artists, like Ryan. 


Ryan’s vision for the Contemporary is to be a ‘walking biennial’, where visitors come across playful 
interventions and provocative work found in and amongst the fabric of the city; where new and unexpected 
stories collide with Chester’s traditional and established historic narratives.


We want the Contemporary to shake up the expectations people may have of the city; to scratch beneath 
its surface. In short, our aim is to make Chester a natural home for bold and ambitious contemporary art. 


Emerging Artist Programme  
We are very keen to work with an exciting and talented group of emerging contemporary artists and will 
provide mentoring and skill sharing, peer collaboration and support.  The final time-based artworks 
produced will be showcased as part of the Contemporary programme alongside renown artists. 


An outline of the programme structure is:  


• Creative session with Ryan Gander on 1st March – a shortlist of artists will be invited to join a session 
where Ryan will present his vision for the Contemporary, share the project brief and things to consider 
when submitting a proposal. Plus an opportunity to ask questions. 


• The shortlist of artists will be asked to develop and submit an outline proposal in response to the 
project brief   


• 5 emerging artists will be selected to create a new artworks for Chester Contemporary

• A mid-way session will revisit the brief and review progress.

• Finally, a showcase event at Storyhouse in December 2023 will celebrate the artists and their work; 

and help evaluation.


Chester Contemporary 
Emerging Artists



The programme will include:


• One-to-one mentoring opportunities –   the programme will be tailored to suit each selected 
artist.  Collaboration with the Creative Team will identify each artists mentoring requirements; we 
will find established practitioners to support the artist and a small mentoring budget will be 
available for each artist, for example development of a specific technical skill, or a studio visit.


• Networking and collaboration – regular meet ups as a cohort to enable peer support and 
collaboration, if appropriate.  Alongside, group mentoring sessions with established artists and 
creative producers.


• Concept development – a shortlist of emerging artists will be invited to develop a proposal for new 
time-based artworks in response to sites in the city, the theme of ‘Centering on the Periphery’, and 
integrating with the ‘walking biennial’ concept.  Selected artists will be supported in developing 
their proposals by mentors, the creative team and other specialists if required.  Potential sites will 
be discussed with the creative team. 


• A commissioned artwork – a new artwork will be shown as part of Chester Contemporary, 22 
September – 1 December 2023. The emerging artist commissions are in partnership with the 
Storyhouse as part of the Digital Commissioning Programme, highlighting time-based artworks.  


• Evaluation - we are working with University of Chester to develop an evaluation framework for the 
Contemporary. All selected artists will be expected to record and document their experience and 
the process to support evaluation of the programme.   


Eligibility 
We are interested in hearing from contemporary artists from a broad range of practice within the visual arts, 
or a muti-disciplinary practice (that must include visual arts). 


For the purposes of this brief, emerging artists are defined as either: 
• Having completed professional training within the previous five years; or

• Are currently engaged on MA or other research courses; or

• Non-formal qualification route; or 

• Are returning to their practice after a break.


We are open to applicants from across the UK and are particularly interested to engage with artists who 
have a connection or relationship to Chester.


Budget 
The budget for each Chester Contemporary emerging artist is £5,000 excl VAT. Including artist time, all 
materials, travel and accommodation. 


There is an additional budget allocated to each artist for mentoring support.  The team will also offer 
technical support around the installation of works. 


Travel costs will be provided for shortlisted artists to attend the creative session with Ryan on 1st March.




Timescales 

How to apply  
If you are interested in applying, please submit: 


• An outline of your interest in this opportunity - the outline should include a description of your 
professional practice to date, identifying areas of work you would like to develop. Please consider 
what you would like achieve through participation in this programme. No more than 500 words.


• Up to 5 examples of your work

• Curriculum Vitae

• Contact details of two referees 


Please submit your application of interest by midnight on Sunday 19 February 2023.  


Please send your submissions to info@chestercontemporary.org. 


Selection process

A shortlist of 25 artists will be invited to an orientation session (online and in-person) on 1st March - where 
Ryan will discuss the outline for the project and things to consider when submitting a proposal, there will 
also be an opportunity to ask questions.


25 shortlisted artists are then to submit a more detailed proposal by 29th March. 


5 final artists will be selected by a selection committee based on their proposal, approach, previous work 
and a demonstrated commitment to reaching their stated goals. 

17 Feb 2023	 	 	 Deadline for initial submissions 

1st March 2023		 	 Orientation session with Ryan Gander for 25 shortlisted artists

29 March 2023 		 	 Deadline for submission of proposals in response to project brief

Week commencing 1 April 	 Appointment of 5 Emerging Artists

April 2023 Emerging Artist programme commences	 	

May 2023	 	 	 Announcement of the full Chester Contemporary programme

June 2023 Presentation of artists detailed proposals 

4th July Group critical session and visits in the city with Ryan Gander

From 1 Sept 2023	 	 	 Installation of works

22 Sept – 1 Dec 2023	 	 Launch and showing of core work



Please note Should you be shortlisted, you’ll need to be available for the following:

• an initial orientation session with Ryan Gander on 1st March (in-person and online)

• A critical review session of your proposal and progress so far, with Ryan Gander on 4th July 

including tours of the city (in-person).

• installation of works from 1st September 2023 for approx 3 weeks.


If you have any questions or accessibility requirements regarding this brief, please email 
info@chestercontemporary.org 


Glossary 
Time-based artworks - Part of what it means to experience the art is to watch it unfold or develop over time. 
Centering on the Periphery – focusing on things on the margins. Chester: the Cinderella city to its big sisters, Liverpool 
and Manchester. Just out of sight of the mainstream, existing on the edge, but at the same time hometown to an 
unexpected body of fabulous artists, like Ryan.  
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